
HOW TO IDENTIFY AN AIRFLOW. 
The first installment of this articl•, publish«! in th• April 197' issu. 
of the Airflow Newslett!'i... concerned itself with th• EXTERNAL 
DIFFERENCES INDEPE,vuENT OF MANUFACTURING YEAR. New 
mtfmbus will easily become familitlr with the different varieties 
by_ looking at the mod•I ·chart, published in that issue. 
With it - you're in. Without it - you're lost. 

HOO~KE1 

~~ 
BROUP? CODE? 

t.t's continu• with th• EXTERNAL DIFFERENCES DEPENDENT ON MANUFACTURING YEAR. 

THE MAIN DIFFERENCE between early 
and late Sedal>s is the location of th• 
spare wheel and the prestfnClf of an 
outside access trunk on later models. 

SPARE 
WHEEL ~ 

No coupes carried spare whelfl outside. V ~(.::::::: 
193, and 1935 models had only the tire --- ~ 
cr,mpartment under the deck lid with ~ / "\ 
luggage seace accessible from inside c _) ~ \ 
the ro~ similar to sedans . 1936 -1937 · '-----" 
models had outside access trunk but 
no change in contour of body panels . \.._ __ ...... ____ ..JI 

193,~ 1935 

COWL LOUVRES give a quick 
and easy means of identification -
illustratmg the diff~rences in die -
stamping and trim of the model years. 

All 193, Chryslers, tfXcept CY. ~ doors 
manually operated from the outside. 

On some SE-based export models,, sold 
abroad as Chryslers, a chrome strip 
was added above the cowl louvr.s giving 
the -illusion of 12 louvres instead of 11. 
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1936 '! 1937 
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A common belief that some 1935 Chryslers 
had two Hsets·· of cowl louvres, and 
some 1935 DeSotos 3 chrome strips 
and vents, is entirely incorrect. The 
ideas we~ tried in prototype, but never 

-used on production cars. 
Thes• illustrations are correct. 

In devttloping the 1936 De Soto, some 
prototype cars had three tear- drop 
louvres . The idea was discarded, how
ever, and production models. carried 
but two. This illustration is correct. 
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The cowl louvres of the 1937 C17 and 
the one known 1937 CW are almost 
identical to the 1935 SG. The main 
difference is in the spacing . 
Pa ge 12- 8 --- ------ -----' 
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HOW TO IDENTIFY AN AIRFLOW. 

1934 
SE 

\ 

--....::::__ 

I I 

From 1935 and on the bumpers became morlJ~ 
convt1ntional. The SG had three horizontal 
grooves painted black - typical of the 7935· 
models. The bumper guards are very similar, 
but not quite identical, to the 1935 Chrysler. 

1936 
52 
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I 
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The 193, SE was the only De Soto 
that carrifld externally visible horn 
grilles. The three louvres beneath 
the headlights were discontinued 
in later production mod11ls. 

\ 

1935 
SG 

\ 

\ 

For 1935, th• bumper cross-section 
was altered, · it's curvatur• being 
narrow1Jr and deeper at th• . ends. 
A center medallion was added, and 
the bumper guards, which the Chrysler . 
Corp. always - r•lerr•d to as "buff•r 
plates: were rubber faced: 



HOW TO IDENTIFY AN AIRFLOW? 
. ... is a qut1stion that keeps coming up periodicaUy1 put to us mostly by n1Jw members. 
The problem is easily solved, once you hove got hang of the chart. It tells what make, 
model and manufacturing year. 

F 
IA 
I 
II 
III 
IV 

De Soto 

1934 

SE 
cu 
CV 
ex 
cw 

1935 

SG 
C-1 
C-2 
C-3 
cw 

1936 1937 

5-2 
C-9 
C-10 C-17 
C-11 
(CW) (CW) 

£XCEP TIONS: 1. The Canadian built CY i!s not list11d being a D• Soto based mod•/ equipp11d with Chrysler trim 
parts. It belongs to Group IA. 

2. Th• C-17 of 1937 has n•rything in common with thr Group II cars, but was not given th11 
nam• lmp•riat . Chrysler, in the knowledge they were abandoning th• Airflow , wished to apply 
th, Jmp•rial dulgnation to a non-Airflow car so thry could drop the Airflow without drop-
ping th, Imperial nam11. ' 

3. CW was not list11d in satu litterature of th11 last two y11ars of th• Airflow Era , yet on• car 
from each year is known to exist . Both serial number.sJ however, fall within th• report ed 1936 
.wqu11nce, 

EXTERNAL DIFFERENCES INDEPENDENT OF MANUFACTURING YEAR: 

WHEELBASE, DOORS AND REAR QUARTER WINDOWS. 
Let's cut''em up by drawing a line through the center post and see what happens from 
Group to Group. Let,..s begin with the COUPES. 
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WhJelbasi- 115½ l;n. 
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Wh~i-lbase 12213/2, in. 
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Coupes ore only of Group IA, I 
and 11. In dimensions they are 
all basically the same between 
firewall and centerpost. 

Groue_ IA, 6-cylinders - SE, SG 
and 52- have short wheelbase. 
Front pane of rear quarter win
dow is almost square Rear pane 
swings out and is the same on 
all Coupes. 

Group 11 8-cylinders - CU, C1 
and C9 - have long_er wheelb~ 
than the cars of Group IA. The 
difference lies from firewall for
ward. A few Business Coupes 
have no division bar in rear 
quarter window. 

Group II cars - CV, C2, C10 and 
C17 - are the same as Group I 
cars from centerpost forward 
- longer from centerpost back. 
Rear quarter window is longer; 
which all is in the frunt pane. 



GR/LL ES AND HOODS differ from year to year, showing the result of the public's 
reaction, and marking the development from the first "bullnose" style to the lal•r more 
co.nvent/onaf ones. Interchanges ARE _possible,_,and moderni~ing or repairin!l th~_ Cflr 
with wreckmg yard parts was so~fhmg that a,d happen,, ;;u ue c:ur~t.il abour iden11fymg 
an Airflow safely on the strength of if 's hooTand gril1e. 

DeSoto Chrysler 
Note the incut hood line on 193, 
models! 

~ - -~ /\ ~------. 
\ 

Th• ··wo terfall,. or "bull nose" gril~ 
on 193, Chryslers appeared with 
different numbers of vertical bars. 
Apart from a few of the very 
earliest, early cars have 39 bars 
and late cars 21. 

1934 

SE 

Of all the changes, the greatest 
was between .. 3, and '35 models. · sG 
The 1935 Chrysler had additional 
chrome str ips paralleling the grill~ 1935 
sides. All 1935 Airflow grilles W.n' 
light weight stampings, with stain
le.~s steel and plated die-cost trim. 

Visually, the changes were less 
noticable in 1936, however this 
year saw the only one-piece, 
completely die-cast grilles, which 
added about 20 lbs. (9 kg) weight 
to the hood. 

The last of the Airflows changed 
hood and grille completely, but 
retained identical front quartcars. 
The hood opens at the belt line 
ins~ad of from bumper level, and 
the grille follows tM styling trend 
of the rest of the 193'7 Chrysler 
line, being again light weight 
stampings with stainless stHI trim . 

EXCEPTIONS: 

The Canadian built 193, CY was 
based on a SE body but marketed 
as a Chrysler. Note the Chrysler 
grille in combination with DeSoto 
headlamp doors 1 

1936. 

1937 

S2 

Airflow 
DeSoto 
out of 

C9, C10, C11, CW. 

C17, CW. 

production . 

CONVERSION KIT 
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Th• conv•rsion kit was supplied ~ 11& ~ii [,ill/'_ 1 ~ -==2 

for owners who wished to con- ~ .-~ ,t -~ _.,., APPUED ro -:S .,/ 

vert 1931. Chrysl~rs to the new --===--=5 193, CHRYSLER 
and less controversial 1935 style ....___ _ __ ...._ __ __ __ __ _ _ _ ......., · 
grill• . If became slightly f!Opu1ar · ,.__ _ _ _____ 
-was available for any 193, Chrysler model-and is easily identified: If the car does not 
fKl.u the waterfall, but has the incut hood lin~-it is a conv.ersion kit on a 193, body. ~ 
Various export models - mainly RHO- were delivered with conversjpn kits in 1935. er 
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Unlike th~ D~ Soto Airffowkheadlomp 
treatm ent in the CHRYSLE AIRFLOW 
differred from year to year. 1934 mo
dels carried a fully chromed door 
and a large, round parking lamp 
lens, with no ~xternal horn grill~. 

The 193, bumper wos distinctive and 
beautiful , but fragile. It was used 
on some export mode(s as late as 
1936. 
Note the difference in numl>er of bars 
and guards on CW! 

For 1936, 1hr parking lamp lens be
camr a small, round globr, centered 
in the circular horn grille. The grille 
motif was repeated in the tail lamps. 
Headlamp doors again wer11 pain
ted, but the lens was surrounded 
with a thin chrome moulding. 

1936 bumpers resemble 19351 · but 
like QeSoto, are of a different cross
section. Unlike DeSoto, ChryslH did 
not use rubber faced guards . The 
center medallion reprofs the three
horizontal grooves. 

1937 
C17, CW. 

, -

I 
I 

The 1937 headlamp door was paint•~ 
but revealed a wid• · chrome bona 
surrounding the lens; The parking 
lamp was a separate bulb in the 
ma,n reflector. For the first time, 
the ~dlamp lens was not dead round. 
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1 I " WHEELBASE 1'6 I ! 
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SEDANS. 
Group IA cars - SE SG and S2-ar, 
6-cylinders with short wheelbase. 
NolP the rear door, curved for fendK, 
a,d the lack of center bar in rear 
quarter window. 

Group/, b•ginning with the 8-cylin
ders - CU1 C1 and C9 -are equal to 
th• cars of Group IA from firewall 
back-longer from firewall forward 
b.cause of a longer engine. 

Group JI cars, CV, C2, C10 and C171 

are exactly the same as Group I cars 
from center door post forward-just 
like on the Coupes. Note the rear «ig. 
of th• rear door is straight. Th• r«r 
quarter window is longer and has 
a center bar. Rear pane swings out. 

Group 111 cars - CX, CJ and C11-are 
th, same as Group II cars from 
c,nter post back and fir11wall forward. 
Th• increased whflelbase is all in 
the front door; which is a Coupe door. 

Group JV cars - the huge CWs -hav, 
one piece curved windshield, wheel -
covers covering wire spoke wheelsi 
sectioned Coupe doors, and is abour 
, in. wider than any other Airflow. 
When and if you see one, we have 
doubts you will look at doors and 
windows. 

========0======================== 

The 2-Door Sedan EARLY SPECIAL BODIED SEDANS. Town Sedan bodied cars 
(Brougham) was ======================================= appeared on all 193, 
available only on Group IA and I cars in 193, models but only on S_G in 1935. The dif-
-SE and CO. The doors are Coup, doors ference from others ,s purely the lack of 
and rear quar ter window is longer than on rear quarter windows. Like the Broughams, 
the Coupes ___ r.:._=_=_=_;::..-... of Group /I. very few --=:--::::==:::;:==::::--- were made. 
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